REPL LLA dwg 1477 A2 15 FOR PLANTING DETAILS AND LLA dwg 1477 A2 06 FOR PLANTING SPECIFICATION.

REFER TO LLA dwgs 1477 A2 04 TO 1477 A2 11 FOR FULL PLANTING PROPOSALS.

GENERAL NOTES

This drawing is to be used for planting information only, and is subject to alteration through changes to the site layout or until approved by the site designer.

Any variation substituting the contractor must be verified with the Landscape Architect through the Job Architect.

This layout must be checked in accordance with NHBC Standards 2017 (Chapter 4.2 - Building Near Trees & Chapter 9.2 Drives, Paths and Landscaping) by the Regional Engineer prior to implementation.

Exclusions: Contractors must ensure that they have full information relating to services and drainage positions before undertaking any excavations.

Road barriers to be used in association with tree planting adjacent to kerbs / services / footpaths etc. GreenBlue Urban Roadblock products or similar application, in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.

Should not barriers be used, GreenBlue Urban to be at site discretion of site manager. This section is free of charge.